The open-source content management system for news media

Our headless, open-source content management system is able to deliver content to multiple output channels to help businesses organise their workflow structure and editorial communications.

Superdesk is a headless, open-source content management system for end-to-end news creation, production and publishing. It is able to deliver content to multiple output channels and helps businesses to organise their workflow structure and editorial communications. The software is fully scalable, meaning it can be tailored to suit the needs of organisations large or small. Bringing together tasks that are usually distributed across several platforms, Superdesk allows news organisations to aggregate all their tasks into one platform.

The open-source alternative

Offering an alternative to a proprietary newsroom system, Superdesk is built on open-source code. Contributed to by a global development community, our content management system gives you the freedom to customise, fork and, paradoxically, to “own” a tool in ways that paying a licence fee cannot match.

For journalists, by journalists

Superdesk isn’t just a standard open-source media project. Having partnered with the Australian Associated Press to develop the tool, we’ve reflected on real-life use cases and newsroom scenarios in order to build our software, becoming well versed in the needs and requirements of the news industry and journalists alike.
Superdesk has the potential to be the next big thing in media content management circles.

Create once, publish everywhere

Ideal for organisations that deal with multiple outputs, platforms and channels, Superdesk’s Publisher module allows journalists to publish multimedia content across several output channels simultaneously. What’s more, all your text and media assets are available to be interrogated, retrieved, updated or repurposed at any time.

Get involved

We’re seeking partners for the further development of Superdesk. If you're interested, send an email to superdesk@sourcefabric.org

Follow us on GitHub!

github.com/superdesk/superdesk